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The ten letters collected here are arguably the most famous and beloved letters of our century.

Written when Rainer Maria Rilke was himself still a young man with most of his greatest work

before him, they are addressed to a student who had sent Rilke some of his work, asking for

advice about becoming a writer. The two never met, but over a period of several years Rilke

wrote him these ten letters, which have been enjoyed by hundreds of thousands of readers for

what Stephen Mitchell calls the "vibrant and deeply felt experience of life" that informs them.

"The common reader will be delighted by Stephen Mitchell’s new translation of that slim and

beloved volume by Rilke, Letters to a Young Poet . . . the best yet."--Los Angeles TimesFrom

the Hardcover edition.About the AuthorMark Harman, who has written extensively on German

and Irish literature, is Professor of English and German at Elizabethtown College.--This text

refers to the hardcover edition.From the Inside FlapLetters written over a period of several

years on the vocation of writing by a poet whose greatest work was still to come. --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights

reserved.ParisFebruary 17, 1903Dear Sir,Your letter arrived just a few days ago. I want to

thank you for the great confidence you have placed in me. That is all I can do. I cannot discuss

your verses; for any attempt at criticism would be foreign to me. Nothing touches a work of art

so little as words of criticism: they always result in more or less fortunate misunderstandings.

Things aren't all so tangible and sayable as people would usually have us believe; most

experiences are unsayable, they happen in a space that no word has ever entered, and more

unsayable than all other things are works of art, those mysterious existences, who life endures

beside our own small, transitory life.With this note as a preface, may I just tell you that your

verses have no style of their own, although they do have silent and hidden beginnings or

something personal. I feel this most clearly in the last poem, "My Soul." There, something of

your own is trying to become word and melody. And in the lovely poem "To Leopardi" a kind of

kinship with that great, solitary figure does perhaps appear. Nevertheless, the poems are not

yet anything in themselves, not yet anything independent, even the last one and the one to

Leopardi. Your kind letter, which accompanied them, managed to make clear to me various

fault that I felt in reading your verses, though I am not able to name them specifically.You ask

whether your verses are any good. You ask me. You have asked others before this. You send

them to magazines. You compare them with other poems, and you are upset when certain

editors reject your work. Now (since you have said you want my advice) I beg you to stop doing

that sort of thing. You are looking outside, and that is what you should most avoid right now. No

one can advise you or help you—no one. There is only one thing you should do. Go into

yourself. Find out the reason that commands you to write; see whether it has spread its root

into the very depths of your heart; confess to yourself whether you would have to die if you

were forbidden to write. This most of all: ask yourself in the most silent hour of your night: must

I write? Dig into yourself for a deep answer. And is this answer rings out in assent, if you meet

this solemn question with a strong, simple "I must," then build your life in accordance with this

necessity; your whole life, even into its humblest and most indifferent hour, must become a sign

and witness to this impulse. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the

Back CoverLetters written over a period of several years on the vocation of writing by a poet

whose greatest work was still to come. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition



edition.Read more
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First Vintage Books Edition, November 1986Copyright © 1984 by Stephen MitchellAll rights

reserved under International and Pan-American Copyright Conventions. Published in the

United Slates by Random House, Inc., New York, and simultaneously in Canada by Random

House of Canada Limited, Toronto. This translation originally published in hardcover by

Random House, Inc., New York, in 1984.v3.1ContentsCoverTitle

PageCopyrightForewordChapter OneChapter TwoChapter ThreeChapter FourChapter

FiveChapter SixChapter SevenChapter EightChapter NineChapter TenAcknowledgmentsAbout

the AuthorFOREWORDThese extraordinary letters were my introduction to Rilke. I remember

first opening the small, light-green cover of the French translation, given to me in Paris by a girl

I was in love with when I was nineteen: when both love and the German language were more

alien to me than the moon. The book was a revelation. I had never heard a voice speaking out

of such deep understanding, with such authority. I felt, as many readers have felt, that the

letters were written for me. From the very first pages, where solitude is considered as a positive

experience (I had thought of it as a kind of disease), my life seemed to acquire a new clarity

and sanction. So, even before I read a line of Rilke’s poetry, I regarded him as a spiritual

teacher and came to treat him, in that small, light-green-covered book, with the greatest

respect, the way some people keep their copy of the I Ching wrapped in silk.The “young poet”

of the title was also nineteen, a military student named Franz Xaver Kappus. In his introduction

to the original edition, he tells how the correspondence began. He was sitting under the ancient

chestnut trees in the park of the Military Academy of Wiener Neustadt one day in the autumn

of 1902, reading an early collection of Rilke’s poems, when the school’s chaplain, Professor

Horacek, came up to him, took the book from his hands, looked at the cover, thumbed through

the pages, and finally said, “So our pupil René Rilke has become a poet.” It turned out that

Horacek had been chaplain to the Lower Military School at Sankt-Pölten fifteen years before,

when Rilke was a student there. And he told Kappus about the “quiet, serious, highly-endowed

boy” whom he had known and had since lost track of. “After this talk,” Kappus writes, “it is easy

to understand how I immediately decided to send my attempts at poetry to Rainer Maria Rilke

and to ask him for his judgment. Not yet twenty years old, and just on the threshold of a

profession which I felt to be entirely opposed to my inclinations, I hoped to find understanding,

if in anyone, in the poet who had written Mir zur Feier [To Celebrate Myself]. And without any

conscious intention on my part, a covering letter took shape, in which I unreservedly revealed

myself as never before and not ever since to a second human being. Many weeks passed

before an answer came. The blue-sealed letter had a postmark from Paris, was heavy in the

hand, and showed on its envelope the same clear, beautiful, and confident pen-strokes that the

text was set down in, from the first line to the last. With it began my regular correspondence

with Rainer Maria Rilke.”It is true that a correspondence of this sort was not unique for Rilke.

Throughout his career unknown young admirers wrote to him, hoping for advice, approval, or

simply the undivided attention they had discovered in his poems. Rilke always responded

kindly, and often with great generosity. But because Kappus was associated, through Professor

Horacek, with the military school where Rilke had spent the most painful years of his life—a

period he was later to call “one long terrifying damnation”—there must have been a special

poignance for him in the young man’s confusion and request for help. And one does sometimes

have the strange feeling that Rilke is writing, across time, directly to his younger self, that

desperate, miserable boy. This may explain the urgency and intimacy with which the future

great poet (only twenty-seven when the first letter was written) was able to address his almost



anonymous correspondent, and may temper the occasional tone of exhortation or preachiness

that he felt he had to use.Rilke’s life was studded with turning-points; but the turning-point

during which these letters were written was a particularly acute one. He had already composed

the first two sections of The Book of Hours and a large part of The Book of Pictures—lovely

poems, many of them, yet with something too easy, too harmonious and self-indulgent, at their

core. Early in 1903 “The Panther” burst into existence, and a year later the great “Orpheus.

Eurydice. Hermes.” These were poems of a different order, astonishing in their power and

maturity, the first experiences of that awesome voice which can speak through Rilke as it has

spoken through the greatest poets of all ages. In realizing what had happened, he must have

known both intense exhilaration and the difficulty of having to begin all over again, with a sense

of how little he had achieved and a vastly enlarged sense of what was possible.Then there was

his marriage, which had begun in 1901. The two or three years afterward were the closest

Rilke ever came to the normal experience of domesticity. Yet both he and Clara must have

realized early on that it wouldn’t work as a real marriage, and each of them must have been

trying to work out a livable, amicable compromise. I have known people who were bitterly

hostile to Rilke for, as they put it, abandoning his wife and child. But he was dealing with an

existential problem opposite from the one that most of us need to resolve: whereas we find a

thick, if translucent, barrier between self and other, he was often without even the thinnest

differentiating membrane. And unlike more grounded people who have passed through the

initial terror and experienced this openness as freedom, Rilke often found himself being

swallowed up by a lover or a neighbor or a man with Saint Vitus’ dance walking down a Paris

boulevard. You can see it in his eyes: the powerful intuition of the state of being that is called

God, the huge, oppressive longing for it, and the desolation. (I once showed a psychic friend of

mine a late photo of Rilke, and it took her three Hours to recover from the glance.) So, as a

matter of self-preservation, he required an enormous amount of space around himself; how

much, he only began to understand after he was married. He both loved and feared solitude,

he often wanted to escape from it, but it was the necessary condition for his poetry. The monk

and the lover inside him, each a powerful and conflicting presence, were never able to merge.

But throughout his correspondence, and especially in these letters of 1903–1904, he was

constantly thinking about sexual love and the relationship between a man and a woman; and

he did see what had to evolve, even if he himself couldn’t achieve it. We need only consider

some of the other great poets of our century—Yeats, Stevens, Eliot, Valéry—to realize how

unusually filled with the idea of relationship Rilke’s solitude was.The letters start from one

central topic: an evaluation of solitude as both burden and gift, and as the foundation for all

genuine work. Around this center they gravitate, and to it they return again and again from their

meditations on the two great subjects that naturally concern any gifted young person: creativity

and love. His specific advice to young poets is, as Blake might have written in the margin, pure

gold. But Rilke has a great deal to teach every young woman or man, and I have known more

than one who loved this small book as a personal confirmation. We may not assent to

everything he has to say, and we may be justifiably suspicious about how he put some of his

insights into practice. But that these letters are informed by a vibrant and deeply felt experience

of life is beyond a doubt, for anyone who has ears to hear.The issue is just as urgent and

unresolved now as it was in 1903. How many among us have come to a balanced integration of

society and solitude? How many couples have achieved the mature and equal relationship that

Rilke, in his stunning clarity, foresaw? We can all use most of this advice, and recognize that it

is given out of a deep spiritual understanding, given with the sense of devotion that is natural to

a true poet.All through the letters there are insights of a very high order. This is a book that has



some of the qualities of a great poem—the density, the richness, the seemingly inexhaustible

nourishment. And like a poem, it can mirror back to us our condition, changing as we change,

clarifying as our vision becomes more clear, until its insights become as familiar and obvious

as our own face.
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Katherine, “Best translation. Best translation I've found of these letters. Stephen Mitchell's are

what the quotes from goodreads are from, in case you've wondered. It took me forever to find a

translation of this work that met my expectations and this is it. Robert Bly does a good job as

well with some of Rilke's other work. You can actually find this translation of Letters posted on

the genius lyrics website if you want to get a feel for it. 10/10 grateful to have this book in my

collection. Rilke is phenomenal.”

J Cather Weaver, “Kindle Edition also Available, but not listed on this page. This Kindle Edition

has different translator!. Somehow, Amazon has linked this listing of this book with the

WRONG version of the Kindle edition! If you want the Kindle edition translated by Stephen

Mitchell, go here 
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. Stephen Mitchell's translation is the best translation of this gem of a book. I have my

graduate students read this book every year to examine their vocation of being artists of the

world -- artists of life. Rilke, while discussing poetry, reveals a philosophy of living life with

passion and daring. I re-read this text by Rilke every year, continually finding it refreshing and

reinvigorating. A must for anyone's repertoire of life readings.”

Dan Nicholas, “Reading and re-reading...and gifting this book. Nice.. Letters to a Young Poet,
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by Rainer Maria Rilke, translation and forward by Stephen Mitchell, review by Dan Nicholas,

12.11.12I'm re-reading this book even before finishing it. Pretty good report on a work over

100 years old. I liked the forward by translator Stephen Mitchell at the beginning of the book;

and the context he brought there introducing this writer in how he views the creative process.

Actually, my daughter, 24, gave me this book as a gift and this work is my first real intro to

Rilke. Heard from a friend last week that Lady Gaga not long ago had a line from this book

tattooed on her arm. Now that's a book review.But I loved how a 27 year old writer at the turn

of the century could put down ten heart felt encouraging letters here to a 17 year old up and

coming poet that would touch this here 65 year old poet/reviewer five generations later. See,

you are only as old as your poetry says you are.Several things of note for me in this collection:

like Rilke's love as a writer/thinker/artist for the Apophatic Way; what God poets call negative

theology; which is an approach that says one says best in saying what is not and cannot be

said. So no shock he was a serious student and personal assistant to Rodin, the sculpture

guy, who no doubt apophatically rather than cataphatically removed from the art piece what

was not the true art piece. Nice.Rilke spent some serious time in Russia, turns out, and took in

the culture of the Orthodox faith and spirituality there; seems like this was the case. His strong

themes for one given to art with the written word include sitting with the hesycast silence,

sitting with the Pete Seeger You Got To Walk This Lonely Valley All By Yourself type

moment...which all shines through again and again in these ten letters.I'm planning to read

next week parts of this rich self-discovery masterpiece to ten men on my men's team, my guy

support group. What could be a better masculine topic than the need to come from a strong

sense of self. Speaking of gender, I find it curious that Rilke tosses off his parent-given first

name of Rene as being too feminine and then goes and picks Rainer Maria as a replacement;

taking a woman's name as a middle marker. He most certainly is a divine feminine friendly

poet and a thinker for our age. Yet he was a traditionalist spiritually, telling his young student

that the Bible was one of two of his favorite books at that time.And sex: he is before his time

here, too perhaps. He remarks on the thread of Eros in all of art, making the connection with a

man and a woman as that which images something so important in poetry and art in

general.Great book. Hat's off to my theater buff/actress daughter for turning this old man on to

this whipper snapper author of old.”

Grace Ogden, “Rilke as Philosopher on Solitude, Love and Life. This is the first of Rilke's I have

read and I could not put the book down until it was finished. The 10 letters are messages of

encouragement in the face of hardship and the unknown. They touch on solitude, endurance,

love, social norms and finding ones way. My hope when selecting this book was that it would

give me understanding and a framework for my own artistic son who is the same age as the

letters' recipient. It gave me so much more. Highly recommended for any age. I will be

rereading it again and again.”

naqam, “Great service!!!. Love, love it great service!!”

Kristie Ballentine, “school reading. required for english reading, was not interested in reading it,

though it was short reading, i had to reread and found that it was more enjoyable the second

time around. condition that it came in was definatly used pages were yellow but not too bad.”

writeincolour, “or just plain wanting to be a better human being. every body should read this

book, especially those wishing to live a creative or pioneering lifestyle, or just plain wanting to

be a better human being. Rilke's words and advice have become a sort of new dogma for me.



and they are also aesthetically beautiful in this, my favourite translation of his work”

Manish Srivastava, “Short. Simple. Speaks to Soul.. This book opens a window into the soul of

one of the greatest poet and writer of our times. I wish I had found it when I was young. Still

speaks to me and will be on my bedside.”

Good, “Five Stars. Must read book for one and all. Good book to looking inside you.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 103 people have provided feedback.
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